We have performed a systematic ground state geometry search for the singly charged Si n cations in the medium-size range (nр20) using density functional theory in the local density approximation ͑LDA͒ and generalized gradient approximation ͑GGA͒. The structures resulting for nр18 generally follow the prolate ''stacked Si 9 tricapped trigonal prism'' pattern recently established for the lowest energy geometries of neutral silicon clusters in this size range. However, the global minima of Si n and Si n ϩ for nϭ6, 8, 11, 12, and 13 differ significantly in their details. For Si 19 and Si 20 neutrals and cations, GGA renders the prolate stacks practically isoenergetic with the near-spherical structures that are global minima in LDA. The mobilities in He gas evaluated for all lowest energy Si n ϩ geometries using the trajectory method agree with the experiment, except for nϭ18 where the second lowest isomer fits the measurements. The effect of gradient corrections for either the neutral or cationic clusters is subtle, but their inclusion proves to be critical for obtaining agreement with the mobility measurements in the nϭ15-20 range. We have also determined ionization potentials for our Si n neutral geometries and found that all experimental size-dependent trends are reproduced for nр19. This particularly supports our structural assignments for Si 9 , Si 11 , Si 12 , and Si 17 neutrals. The good overall agreement between the measured and calculated properties supports the elucidation of the ''prolate'' family of silicon clusters as stacks of trigonal prisms.
I. INTRODUCTION
An enormous theoretical effort has been invested over the last decade into the structural characterization of silicon clusters. The geometries for small (nр7) Si n are now firmly established at both ab initio [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and density functional [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] ͑DFT͒ levels and confirmed by Raman 47 and infrared ͑IR͒ 48 spectroscopy of matrix-isolated species, and vibrationally resolved photoelectron spectroscopy of gasphase anions.
49a,b They are a C 2v triangle for Si 3 , a D 2h rhombus for Si 4 , and D 3h trigonal, D 4h tetragonal, and D 5h pentagonal bipyramids for Si 5 , Si 6 , and Si 7 , respectively ͑see Fig. 1͒ . These compact, multiply coordinated structures are not fragments of the bulk silicon diamond lattice. Their reconstruction is driven by the energy gained by tying up the dangling bonds.
Calculations for slightly larger (nϭ8 -11) clusters by Raghavachari and Rohlfing [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] ͑ab initio͒ and other researchers [11] [12] [13] [14] 18 using DFT revealed a close competition between growth patterns based on capping the octahedron and trigonal prism isomers of Si 6 . For some time, the consensus has been that Si 8 is a C 2h distorted bicapped octahedron, 3-5,7,11,12,13a Si 9 is either a C s distorted tricapped octahedron [3] [4] [5] 7 or a C 2v ͑II͒ distorted tricapped trigonal prism ͑TTP͒, 18, 43 and Si 10 is either a T d tetracapped octahedron 3, 4, 6, 7 or a C 3v tetracapped trigonal prism. 3,5-7,12,13a However, the C 2v ͑I͒ capped Bernal's geometry 12 ͑a distorted capped cube͒ is now accepted 20, 21 as the ground state of Si 9 neutral ͑see Fig. 1͒ . Two isomers, both produced by capping a trigonal prism, have been proposed for Si 11 : C 2v 5 and C s ͑II͒. 19, 20 Structural optimizations for nϭ12 and 13 found them to be a C 2v hexacapped trigonal prism 14, 20 and a C 3v capped trigonal antiprism, 13, 16, 17, 20, 43 respectively. No a priori searches for nϾ13 have been reported, but several geometric families have been described that follow assumed bonding patterns. None of the structures for nϾ7 has been verified experimentally. A number of properties for size-selected clusters larger than Si 7 have been measured in the gas phase, including photoelectron spectra of anions, 49, 50 fragmentation pathways and dissociation energies of cations, [51] [52] [53] and ionization potentials of the neutrals. [54] [55] [56] [57] However, the most information about the structure of the larger Si n has been obtained by measuring the ionic mobilities for their cations. 58, 59 These measurements have revealed that the clusters become prolate between nϭ10 and nϭ23, then a structural transition to a more spherical geometry occurs over the nϭ24-34 size range. Several different families of prolate clusters based on arbitrarily stacking hexagonal rings 41, 42, 45 or triangles 43 have been proposed, but none of them has the correct mobility. 60 We have recently performed an unbiased global optimization of Si n neutrals with nр20 employing the simulated annealing and genetic algorithm, 60 with the energies evaluated using DFT in the local density approximation ͑LDA͒. The geometries resulting for nр18 were prolate, resembling stacks of Si 9 TTP. 61 The mobilities calculated for these structures were in a good agreement with the measurements. 60 The glo-bal minima we found for nϭ19 and 20 were very differentthey had near-spherical geometries. The mobilities calculated for these structures disagreed with the experiment. However, the mobilities for geometries constructed by extending the building pattern found for nϭ10-18 to larger sizes fit the measurements. 60 In LDA, these geometries for nϭ19 and 20 are only a fraction of an eV above the near-spherical global minima. For nр10, our structures agree with the accepted global minima shown in Fig. 1 . ͓We found C 2v ͑I͒ for Si 9 and C 3v for Si 10 .͔. For nϭ11, we obtained the C 2v geometry 5 and an isoenergetic C s ͑I͒ isomer not previously described ͑see Fig. 2͒ . The C s ͑II͒ isomer ͑Fig. 1͒ proposed by Lee et al. 19 and Sieck et al. 20 lies higher in energy by ϳ0.25 eV in both LDA and GGA ͑see Table I͒. The C s bicapped tetragonal antiprism also considered for the ground state in Ref. 5 ͑species 11e in that paper͒ is higher than our C s ͑I͒ by ϳ0.4 eV, a value close to ϳ0.3 eV at the highest level ab initio treatment. 5 The DFT energies of our geometries for 12рnр20 are significantly lower than those for any structure proposed in the literature. The Si 14 C s geometry has also been located by Jackson and co-workers. 20 However, the mobilities are measured for ions, not for neutrals. The geometries for Si n ϩ with nр7 have been extensively optimized. 4, 62, 63 It has been found that, except for n ϭ6, the structures remain identical to those of the neutrals. Si 6 rearranges upon charging into a lower-symmetry C 2v isomer. Geometries for Si n with nр10 and nϭ13 have been relaxed for the cations, 16, 17, 39, 64 but no other structural possibilities have been considered. Here we report the lowest energy geometries found for the cations with nр20. As described in Sec. II, we have now ventured beyond LDA by employing two different gradient-corrected treatments. In Sec. III, we compare the calculated mobilities for these structures in He gas with the measurements at two different temperatures. The mobility depends on the average collision integral, which in turn depends on the geometry of the ion. The agreement between calculated and measured mobilities is a necessary but not sufficient criterion for the structural assignment, as several low-energy isomers often have very similar mobilities. Hence it is desirable to correlate other properties of the proposed geometries with experiment. In Sec. IV, we compute the ionization potentials of our geometries for n р20 and compare the values with the measurements. The dissociation pathways and their energies for Si n clusters will be discussed elsewhere.
II. STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION OF THE Si n CATIONS

A. LDA calculations
The global minima for cluster cations with nр20 were found by relaxing a number of the low-energy isomers of the neutrals 60 to the nearest local minima ͑without any symmetry constraints͒. For nϽ12, we also performed simulated annealing with the Car-Parrinello method where all interatomic interactions were described by LDA. The resulting minima were the same. The total energies were evaluated using the all-electron localized-basis DMOL code. 66 We employed the double numerical plus polarization basis set and the VoskoWilk-Nusair ͑VWN͒ functional for exchange and correlation. Spin-polarization terms were included. The results for several reasonably low-energy isomers of the neutrals and the cations are listed in Table I . In agreement with the literature, 4, 62 we find that the edge-capped trigonal C 2v structure, which is nearly degenerate with the D 4h isomer for the neutral, becomes a clear global minimum for the Si 6 ϩ . A similar situation, where one of two nearly degenerate isomers for the neutral becomes a definite ground state for the cation, occurs for nϭ11, 15, and 16. For nϭ11, the C s ͑I͒ geometry is now favored by 0.04 eV/atom. For nϭ16, the C 2h ͑II͒ isomer becomes the global minimum. For nϭ8, 12, and 13, the cation ground states are quite different from the neutrals. The geometry for nϭ8 is a capped pentagonal bipyramid. Interestingly, the C s structure previously proposed 14, 20 for the neutral Si 12 is actually the global minimum for cation, although it lies over 0.05 eV/ atom above the C 2v ground state for the neutral. For n ϭ13, the C 2v geometry that is the third-best for neutral becomes lowest in energy for cation, while the C 3v structure of Andreoni and co-workers 13 is the ground state for neither. For nϭ15 and 17, the cations relaxed from a high-energy neutral isomer are almost degenerate with those derived from the neutral global minimum. This cation for nϭ17 belongs to the family of near-spherical clusters that appears in LDA calculations for the neutrals 60 starting from nϭ19. The new lowest energy LDA structures found for cations with nϭ8, 12, 13, 15, and 17 are pictured in Fig. 3 .
B. Effect of gradient corrections
Wei et al. 64 have evaluated the energies of Si n clusters up to nϭ10 using the gradient-corrected PLSD ͑post local geometries, we have found that all bond lengths systematically increase, on average, by ϳ1.5% in PWB and 2.5% in BLYP, as compared with the LDA. While the absolute cohesive energies decrease by some 15%-20% as usual, the relative energetics of different isomers remains remarkably unperturbed in either GGA treatment ͑Table I͒. The only noticeable trend is very slight, on the order of one to several hundredths of eV/atom ͑less than a percent of the total cohesive energy͒, preference given by both PWB and BLYP to more elongated geometries of either neutrals or cations in the nу15 size range. This is, however, sufficient to make the C 3v and C 2h ͑II͒ isomers the clear global minima, respectively, for Si 15 and Si 16 , and to reverse the change in the ground states of Si 15 and Si 17 predicted by LDA to occur upon charging. Also, the C 2h and C s isomers of Si 8 ϩ become degenerate once the gradient corrections are accounted for.
The introduction of gradient corrections in DFT renders our ''prolate'' geometries for nϭ19 and 20 practically isoenergetic with the ''near-spherical'' species, for either neutrals or cations. We have hypothesized 60 that the ''nearspherical'' isomers are not found experimentally despite being lower in energy according to LDA because they are discriminated against by an entropic effect. The observed isomer distribution is frozen in at or above the energy of the barrier for interconversion. This always favors an isomer with higher vibrational density of states, and lower vibrational frequencies. As would be expected from the general shape considerations, the prolate Si n isomers have a softer vibrational spectrum than the near-spherical ones. 45 A similar effect substantially delays the onset of structural transition in carbon cluster ions from chains to rings, 67 and from rings and graphite sheets to fullerenes. 68 Besides this phenomenon, the vibrational frequencies also affect the zeropoint energies ͑ZPE͒ of molecules. In principle, the energies of the different isomers should include ZPEs, 5 while the energies listed in Table I correspond to the bottoms of potential wells. When the average vibrational frequencies of compared geometries are essentially equal, this results in a constant energy shift for all isomers, and the energy ordering is not disturbed. This turns out to be the case when the competing Si n species are roughly similar in shape. 69 Otherwise, the geometries having lower frequencies have lower ZPEs and are preferred. Our preliminary evaluations based on the vibrational spectra calculated for selected cases indicate that this should additionally favor the prolate isomers in the n ϳ20 range by several meV/atom.
III. MOBILITIES OF THE SILICON CLUSTER CATIONS
A. Experimental methods
The mobilities of Si n cations were measured using a tandem quadrupole drift tube apparatus described in detail elsewhere. 70 Briefly, the clusters are generated by pulsed 308 nm laser vaporization of a silicon rod and entrained in a continuous He gas flow. They are mass selected and injected at a controlled energy into a 7.6 cm drift tube containing He buffer gas. The clusters exiting the drift tube are mass selected one more time and detected by an off-axis collision dynode and dual microchannel plates. Mobilities are measured by injecting a 20-50 s pulse of cluster ions into the drift tube and recording the arrival time distribution at the detector. The drift tube can be cooled using liquid nitrogen. The temperature is monitored by five thermocouples installed along the drift tube. The average of the five values was recorded. The temperature gradient was around 1 K. The drift field, buffer gas pressure, and injection energy were varied in the ranges of 13.3-15.5 V/cm and 2.5-9.4 Torr, and 50-120 eV, respectively, and the measured reduced mobilities remained unchanged. Thus the thermalization length following injection is negligible, the effective length of the drift tube is constant, and the experiments were carried out in the low drift field regime where the mobility is independent of the field.
All the measurements were performed at He buffer gas temperatures of 78 and 298 K. The data at 298 K have already been published, 58, 59 while those for 78 K are reported for the first time. The resolving power of mobility measurements is inversely proportional to the square root of buffer gas temperature. 59 Thus cooling of drift tube down to 78 K had improved the resolution by a factor of two, down to ϳ4%. However, no new isomers were observed.
B. Evaluation of mobilities using trajectory calculations
The structural assignment of features observed in mobility measurements is performed by comparing the measured values with those computed for a number of reasonable candidate geometries. The mobility of a gas phase ion, K, is inversely proportional to the orientationally averaged collision integral, 71 ⍀ avg (1, 1) , Here m and m b are, respectively, the masses of the ion and of the buffer gas atom, ze is the ionic charge, N is the buffer gas number density, and T is the gas temperature. The collision integral is evaluated by numerically integrating the momentum transfer cross section over the Maxwellian distribution of relative velocities between the buffer gas and the ion. This cross section is calculated by averaging a function of the scattering angle over the impact parameter and collision geometry. The scattering angles are determined by propagating classical trajectories of He atoms in their intramolecular potential with the polyatomic ion. 72 This potential is constructed as a sum of pairwise Lennard-Jones interactions plus a charge-induced dipole term. In our preliminary communication, 60 we assumed uniform delocalization of ionic charge over all cluster atoms. However, it has been shown that localization of the charge on specific atoms may substantially affect the mobility. 73 Hence we presently use the Milliken populations obtained from DFT ͑the populations produced by LDA and both gradient-corrected functionals are essentially identical͒. Calculations show almost equal partial charges on all atoms in small clusters, but starting from about nϭ9 the ionic charge becomes increasingly localized on just a few atoms. At room temperature, this causes a slight ͑within 1%͒ increase in the collision integrals for the larger species. As for the carbon clusters, 73 the magnitude of this effect increases at lower temperatures, reaching 2.5% for Si 18 ϩ C 3v at 78 K. The parameters for the Lennard-Jones interactions ͑the depth ⑀ and the intercept at ⑀ϭ0, ͒ were fit to reproduce the mobilities of Si 7 cation at both 78 and 298 K. A system of two equations with two variables has to be satisfied, thus our fit of ⑀ϭ1.38 meV and ϭ3.47 Å is unique. 74 It is really necessary to compare the calculated mobilities with the measurements at two significantly different temperatures. This is because our argument hinges on the assumption that the additive pairwise Lennard-Jones potential that was fit for the small clusters remains valid for larger ones. The interaction potential could conceivably change in a way that would coincidentally produce the right mobility for a wrong structure at a particular temperature. This, however, cannot happen at two different temperatures simultaneously.
C. Structural assignments
The mobilities for our low-energy Si n ϩ geometries for n р20 are compared with the measurements at 298 and 78 K in Table I . The overall agreement at 298 K is substantially better than that we reported previously 60 using the neutral geometries. The improvement is mostly thanks to the introduction of gradient corrections into cluster geometries, with the effect of charge localization being relatively minor. For all species smaller than Si 18 ϩ , the mobilities computed at both 78 and 298 K for the lowest energy ͑in GGA͒ geometries are within 2% of the experiment, a generally accepted error margin. 67a, 75 In fact, the mean relative deviation from the measurements for nϭ4 -17 is only ϳ0.7%, a value close to the experimental accuracy. The collision integrals calculated for the tetracapped octahedron structure of Si 10 ϩ exceed the measurements at both temperatures by 2.5%, which virtually excludes this isomer. The agreement for the Si 9 ϩ tricapped octahedron is borderline at either 298 or 78 K. Unfortunately, the difference in mobilities between other reasonably low energy isomers for nр13 is insufficient to unambiguously confirm our calculated global minima. For nϭ15 and 17, the cation isomers that are lowest energy in LDA and second lowest in GGA ͑see Fig. 3͒ are disqualified, as their calculated room temperature mobilities deviate from the experiment by 3%-5%. Similarly, the collision integrals calculated at 298 K for the near-spherical isomers of Si 19 ϩ and Si 20 ϩ that are global minima in LDA are too small by ϳ5%. This proves the critical importance of gradient corrections in obtaining the right global minima for silicon clusters. Our lowest energy ͑whether in LDA or GGA͒ C 3v geometry for n ϭ18 is outside of the acceptable range of mobilities; however, the second lowest D 3h isomer agrees with the experiment better. It is possible that the ground state for Si 18 ϩ has not been located.
To put the results for our geometries into perspective, we have calculated the mobilities for a number of Si n structures from the literature. We have already shown 60 that cross sections determined for the ''alternating stacked triangles'' of Grossman and Mitas 43 are smaller than the measurements at 298 K by 5%-10%, hence these structures are not elongated enough. In contrast, the values for ''stacked puckered sixfold rings'' of Kaxiras and Jackson 42, 45 are too large by 5%-15%, so these geometries are too long. 60 The family of ''stacked triangles'' 43 lies higher in energy than our ''stacked Si 9 TTP units'' by 0.08-0.2 eV/atom ͑in LDA͒ in the nϭ14-26 range, and that of ''sixfold rings'' 42, 45 for nϭ20-26 is above our geometries by at least 0.1 eV/atom. The especially low reactivities of Si n ϩ with nϭ13, 19, and 23 toward ethylene, 76, 77 oxygen, [77] [78] [79] ammonia, 80 and water 77, 78, 81 had prompted a hypothesis of the icosahedral packing for silicon clusters, 32,34b,82 where these sizes would correspond to the closure of geometric ͑sub͒shells. However, the Si 13 I h is an extraordinarily high energy geometry in both LDA 13, 16, 17, 39 and ab initio calculations, 43, 83 and is in fact not even a stationary point. While its energy relative to the ground state decreases for the cation, it still remains about 0.1 eV/atom above the minimum. 16, 17 We can now rule out the icosahedral growth pattern experimentally: the cross sections calculated for these structures at 298 K are below the true values by 4% for Si 13 and by over 10% for Si 19 and Si 23 . Any silicon clusters adopting the tetrahedral network of the bulk can also be eliminated. For example, the room temperature collision integrals for the Si 10 adamantane geometry and the conventionally bound D 2h isomer 25 are 11%-12% above the measured values.
The mobilities of polyatomic ions have often been calculated using the projection approximation, 67, 75 where the collision integral is equated to the orientationally averaged projection of an ion on a plane. We have already demonstrated that this method is generally inadequate for the evaluation of mobilities for carbon cluster ions, as the errors for some geometries exceed 10%. 72, 73, 84 If the projection approximation is used for silicon clusters, the collision integrals for all species with nϾ7 are increasingly underestimated, a trend analogous to that observed for the progression of carbon fullerenes. 72 This would erroneously disqualify most of our ''stacked TTP'' structures, while some of the ''puckered sixfold rings'' 42, 45 would appear as viable candidates. So silicon clusters are yet another system where the projection approximation would mislead the structural assignments.
IV. IONIZATION POTENTIALS OF SILICON CLUSTERS
A. Calculation of ionization potentials
Mobility measurements can only probe the structures of charged clusters. It is apparent from Sec. II that the geometries of some Si n cations could be quite different from the respective neutrals. The structural candidates found for the neutral clusters could possibly be distinguished using the ionization potentials ͑IPs͒. Furthermore, if the calculated IPs reproduce all the local variations in the measured values, this would constitute indirect evidence that the neutral geometries are correct. The IPs of silicon clusters have previously been modeled using tight binding ͑TB͒, 85, 86 MP4 perturbation theory, 1 LDA and gradient-corrected PLSD, 64 and the outer valence Green function ͑OVGF͒ technique. 87 All these calculations were limited to nр10, except for TB, 85, 86 which also studied nϭ11 and 12. However, the icosahedron-based TB geometries assumed 85, 86 for nϾ10 are very high in energy. Here we analyze the IPs of our optimized Si n clusters 60 for nр20 and compare them with the measurements.
Ionization potentials of silicon clusters have been measured by threshold photoionization. [54] [55] [56] [57] Ideally, if the internal temperature of the neutral is close to absolute zero and the true threshold is identified, the measurement would provide the adiabatic ionization potential ͑AIP͒. If the geometry changes significantly upon ionization, the true threshold would probably not be located, and the measured value would lie between the AIP and the vertical ionization potential ͑VIP͒. 88 We have computed both using LDA and PWB ͑see Table II͒ . The AIPs were evaluated by relaxing the ionized clusters toward the nearest local minimum without any symmetry constraints. 89 Ionization potentials derived using PWB are below the LDA values by 0.05-0.2 eV, but all the size-dependent features are retained. The difference between the AIPs and the VIPs turned out to be small, ranging from under 0.03 eV for Si 2 , Si 7 , and Si 10 T d to 0.2-0.3 eV. For Si 8 C s , the difference is exceptionally large, 0.6-0.7 eV. So the uncertainty introduced into the comparison between our calculations and experiment by the doubt as to which IP had been measured is usually small. In the range of comparison, the calculated IPs exhibit the same size-dependent trend as the results of previous first-principles calculations, 1, 64, 87 although the absolute values differ ͑see Table II͒.
B. Structural assignments
The IPs computed for the lowest energy Si n clusters (n р20) using PWB are compared with the measurements in Fig. 4 . All size-dependent experimental features for nр19 are reproduced by our calculations at least qualitatively, including the ''plateau'' for nу12 pointed out by Fuke et al. 56 Unfortunately, the error margin of absolute values on the order of 0.4 eV ͑based on the data for nϭ16 and 17͒ and a fairly broad experimental bracketing limit the utility of the presently available data in distinguishing between different geometries. Also, a threshold measurement on an isomeric mixture would reveal the species with the lowest IP, even if its relative abundance is minor. Still, the IPs calculated for Si 11 C s ͑I͒ and Si 12 C s geometries do not agree with the experiment nearly as well as those for the C 2v isomers ͑see Fig. 4͒ . For nϭ12, this result is in accord with our DFT calculations showing the C 2v structure to be substantially lower in energy. For nϭ11, C 2v and C s ͑I͒ isomers are essentially degenerate for the neutral in both LDA and GGA. The C s ͑tricapped octahedron͒ could also be ruled out for Si 9 on the basis of a more accurate OVGF value for the VIP. 87 The IPs of Si 17 C 2 are low enough for this geometry to be dismissed ͑Fig. 4͒, which seconds the conclusion derived from mobility measurements. The IPs calculated for our lowest energy ''prolate'' and ''near-spherical'' isomers 60 of Si 19 and Si 20 are quite close. Both are in a good agreement with the experiment for nϭ19, but the kink observed for nϭ20 is not reproduced by either geometry. The mobilities calculated for our prolate Si 20 isomer do not match the measurements well, either ͑Table I͒. Considering that our ''prolate'' structures for nϭ19 and 20 do not result from any global optimization procedure, 60 it would be hardly surprising if these turn out to be only local ͑albeit very low͒ minima. The real threshold ͑rather than bracketing͒ IP measurements for silicon clusters that normally have an error margin of ϳ0.1 eV would likely allow one to extract a lot more structural information from our calculations.
V. SUMMARY
We have searched for the global minima of Si n cations in the nр20 size range using DFT-LDA and generalized gradient approximation. The geometries resulting for nр18 generally resemble the stacked tricapped trigonal prism structures previously found for the neutrals. However, the clusters with 6, 8, 11, 12, and 13 atoms rearrange upon charging. For both neutrals and cations with nϭ19 and 20, the ''prolate'' and ''spherical'' isomers become practically isoenergetic in GGA, whereas LDA clearly prefers the latter. The mobilities in He for the cation structures have been evaluated by the trajectory method, incorporating now the theoretical distribution of ionic charge over the cluster atoms. The mobilities for our lowest energy Si n ϩ geometries with nϽ18 are in excellent agreement with the measurements. The incorporation of gradient corrections in DFT is critically important in finding the global minima for some sizes, for both neutrals and cations. Vertical and adiabatic ionization potentials have been calculated for a number of low-energy Si n isomers in the nр20 range. The IPs for our lowest energy neutrals with nр19 reproduce all sizedependent features observed in the threshold photoionization experiments. Comparison of calculated IPs with the measurements supports the structural assignments for Si 9 , Si 11 , Si 12 , and Si 17 in particular. 
